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Business and market failures are universal issues
where the large economies are fed up with the
coping with business failures that remains to be
the largest source of the unemployment and loan
defaults. Somalia, there are two main causes that
are directly related to the market which is
information externality and market externality.
Cash management is vitally important as it is the
key factor to any successful business, so the small
businesses have to think on managing their cash
flow and having budgets to buy the debts and
manage their inventory. Poor cash management is
a contributing factor towards lower profitability
and sustainability of small businesses. Without
proper cash management procedures in place, the
business is less likely to be profitable and
sustainable for the future.
On the other hand, the current mainstream of
accounting has affected the social responsibility
and accountability of the accounting in general
and particularly auditing firms, as these firms
establish their services based on the mainstream
accounting assumptions and legitimate it, which
made the profession susceptible to lose its
objectivity and credibility.The main limitation is
whether the accounting assumptions are logically
practical or just imaginations.
As everybody can observe, the world is moving to
mobility, leaving behind the inconveniences of
location-restricted computing. If you previously
knew that you can bank from your mobile phone,
now you can vote from it as well. Yes, people can
vote from their devices and no need for the costly
arrangement of today's elections.This is what
seems to be replacing the traditional paper-based
voting system with modern voting system that
arguably simplifies election process. Mobile voting
system can be beneficial for a country like Somalia
where voting, as we observed from previous
elections, is totally manual.
In this issue covers articles that addresses business,
accounting education, ethics and practices on an
Islamic perspective, cash management, Zakat, and
technology by using voting for smartphones,
professionalism on taking advantage on web
technologies.
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Accounting Education, Ethics And
Practices: An Islamic Analyses (Part I)
DR. BASHIR A.SAMAD HARED

Introduction
The
current
mainstream
of
accounting, is criticized by its popular
neoclassical economic model, and
the rationality behind this model
(Cooper, 1980; Lewis, 1995). This
model presumes that individuals
wisely maximize their interests (by
undertaking rational choices based
on the accounting information),
which in turn leads to the efficient
distribution of wealth for better
social welfare (Shahul, 2000). This
paradigm imagines the usefulness of
accounting information to all decision
makers. According to this paradigm,
and based on the information
provided by accounting, fair
distribution of income and wealth to
society can be achieved by the
utmost maximization of individuals’
utility. Further, the fundamental
concepts
of
accounting
measurements, valuation methods,
and the general culture of accounting
profession are also questionable
(Maunders & Burrit, 1991).
As a result of such
assumption, the ethical conducts of
accounting
practices
become
nowadays
a
challengingissue.
Describing this problem, Gray et al.
(1996) have condemned the whole
package
of
the
accounting
mainstream and its framework, and
accused that it encouragesthe
survival of the fittest. They proposed
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a radical change in ethical standards and
how accounting profession functions.
This paper critically reviews the current
framework of accounting, and its
underpinning concepts and principles.
Furthermore, the paper briefly appraises
the ethical theories on which the
profession’s conduct is established.
Eventually, the paper demonstrates an
Islamic alternative of the current
framework, which is based on neoclassical
economic model and its rationality.
An overview of the current accounting
framework
The current framework of current
conventional accounting is established
on the economic-based accounting
theory, individualism and the promotion
of neoclassical maximization hypothesis
(Watt & Zimmerman, 1990; Lehman,
1992). This framework explains that
every individual takes rational decisions
to realize the highest possible personal
interests, which accordingly leads the
maximization of the social interests at
large. It is based on the assumption that
accounting information both proceeds,
and is the product of rational decisionmaking. Managers are assumed to be
economically motivated, self-interested
utility maximizers (Mangos & Lewis,
1995). According to this assumption,
individual interests are the primary goal
of the business and based on that the
ultimate standards of value are
determined. Accounting information
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Managers are
assumed to be
economically
motivated,
self-interested
utility
maximizers
(Mangos &
Lewis, 1995).
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prepared on this assumption, which
encourages that every person is an end in
him/herself, no person should sacrifice
for the sake of another.
In this regard, the characteristics
of such mainstream conventional
accounting is: (1) restrict to accounting
entities; (2) accounting only for the
economic activities that relate to those
entities; (3) only recording those
economic events that have already or will
generate some cash equivalent; and (4)
assumed to be for a particular set of
individuals i.e. investors and others with
the purpose of a merely financial interests
of the accounting entity. These
characteristics have limited the scope of
accounting toward economic matters
(Shahul, 2004). Shahul (2004) further
argues that these characteristics and the
significant rise of accounting postulates
have created many problematic and
wrong assumptions.
Hence, based on such narrow
assumptions,
current
accounting
profession has contributed to the
emergence of certain problem that
include;
unemployment
through
privatization of government properties,
ecological damage of the environment,
inter-personal conflict and financial
scandals and fraudulent practices
(Jackling et al. 2007). Furthermore,
natural degradation and man-made
disasters has grown also at the expenses
of the public interests. As accounting is
based on the maximization of the
individuals’ utility, it probably be criticized

by ignoring this, and thus decisions based upon
accounting information as non-priced elements
(Shahul, 2004).
The current mainstream of accounting
has affected the social responsibility and
accountability of the accounting in general and
particularly auditing firms, as these firms
establish their services based on the mainstream
accounting assumptions and legitimate it, which
made the profession susceptible to lose its
objectivity and credibility. Discussing the latest
collapses of many companies, Lehman (1988)
asserted that it is not surprising to here such
collapses, because the current body of the
accounting profession promotes individualism,
material acquisitiveness and there are no much
emphasis on the subject of moral concerns and
ethical virtues. Lehman (1988) concludes that
this form of accounting is founded on the
ideology of “the survival of the fittest” behavior,
as it works for the interests of the richest to
enrich them and impoverish the poor.
The main limitation of the current
accounting is whether the accounting
assumptions are logically practical or just
imaginations. The possibility of that accounting
information is useful for all the users are
questionable and something unrealizable.
Understandability of the accounting information
is not easy; at least for those do not master
accounting techniques. Similarly, the assumption
of that accounting information leads to an
efficient allocation of economic resources and
that it will lead to social welfare is questionable.
Reasoning the impracticality of this assumption,
Shahul (2000) stated that in the real life, people
are not equally endowed financially, intellectually
and socially.
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Elections Simplified: Vote From
Your Smartphone
ALI OLOW JIM’ALE
Introduction
As everybody can observe, the world is
moving to mobility, leaving behind the
inconveniences
of
location-restricted
computing. If you previously knew that you
can bank from your mobile phone, now you
can vote from it as well.Yes,people can vote
from their devices and no need for the costly
arrangementof today's elections. This is what
seems to be replacing the traditional paperbased voting system with modern voting
system that arguably simplifies election
process. Mobile voting system can be beneficial
for a country like Somalia where voting, as we
observed from previous elections, is totally
manual.It possibly improves the value and the
quality of election process by increasing voter
participation, limiting election costs and more
importantly, enhancing accuracy of voting. So
what is mobile voting system? How can it be
used?What applications and platforms? These
and other questions are what this article is
trying to answer.

6

What is Mobile Voting System?
Mobile voting system is a voting application
for Android Mobile Operating System
Platform which enables the voters to cast
vote using their smart phones on the Election
Day. This definition enlightens us about basic
components of mobile voting; voters,
Smartphone,
voting
applications
andplatform (Android operating system).
The good news here is that you are not
limited to a particular location and time. You
can vote from everywhere, anytime as far
your Smartphone in your pocket. It can be
on the bus, in your office, or even when lying
in the bed. Mobile voting systems provides
such flexibility that also gives a chance to
disability and distant users. A reader may
put on a question on the reliability of Mobile
Voting System if the voters have the control
of voting. Don't worry, voters are identified
with their identity numbers (i.e. passport
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A reader may put
on a question on
the reliability of
Mobile Voting
System if the
voters have the
control of voting.
Don't worry,
voters are
identified with
their identity
numbers (i.e.
passport
numbers), and it is
one vote per
person; no
duplication is
allowed.
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numbers), and it is one vote per person; no
duplication is allowed. More advantages of
Mobile Voting System are mentioned later in
this article.
How Mobile Voting System Works
Using Mobile voting, firstly the mobile phone
allows the eligible voters to download the
application from the application server.
Havingthe application downloaded and
installed in the respective device, the voters
start using the system. First, voters are
prompted to fill in theregistration form. After
that, only successfully registered voters can
cast their votes easily using their mobile
phones. The system collects and processes
votes, and prepares the results. The systems
distributes the results but in the control of
system administrator.
Are There Other Types of Voting?
The answer is yes, Hazzaa et al.(2012) mentions
three types of voting, namely paper based
voting, E-voting and web-based voting.
The first type of voting is Paper based voting
which is a traditional voting system used by
many people of the world through many years
before the invention of internet. This type of
voting obligates the people to present voting
places in the day of the election by standing in

the booth and cast their votes to choose among
several candidates and then put in the paper in
a ballot box. It has different disadvantages, for
example: it requires from the voters to come in
a specific location and also it’s not easy to
collect and count the votes as well as more time
will be needed with the highest cost of votes
counting. These problems led to development
of the E-votingidea.
The second category of voting system is
E-voting. E-voting or electronic voting is a
series of voting actions using electronic instead
of paper based. This technique encapsulates
both electronic means of casting of votes and
also counting votes. It solved many problems of
paper based voting system, but there are many
complications that exists in electronic voting
system like long crowded lines of voters on the
election day and lack of participants to vote,
thereby neglecting their civil rights. This also
led to the development of the web-based
voting system.
The last type is Web-Based Voting.Web-Based
Voting is voting from any place of the world
through internet either using a PIN code. The
PIN code is employed by email registration or
using an identity card intelligent system that
contains slice electronic data with the rest of
the voter, where their contents are read
through card reader connected to the voter’s

computer.
Large
amount of countries
accepted
as
an
appropriate principle
for voting. However,
the voting process
involved by voters
whom have made
tremendous effort to
cast their secrete vote
in an election or
express their opinion
about something.
Voting in Somalia
Presidential election
in Somalia is stillpaper
based voting which
was once a common
practice
in
the
traditional elections
mainly before the
introduction
of
internet. Paper based
voting has a number
of disadvantages that
include:
•
It obligates
the people to be
present at the voting
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places in the day of the election by standing in
the booth and cast their votes to choose among
several candidates and then put in the paper in
a ballot box.
• It requires from the voters to come in a
specific location and also it’s not easy to collect
and count the votes as well as more time will be
needed with highest cost of money.
• There is a very high intolerable percentage of
lost, stolen, or miscounted ballots
• There is high number of unclear or invalid ballot
• Limited or no accommodation for people with disabilities
• Bad weather might also cause people not to walk long
distances to voting stations to cast their votes.
• intimidation of voters by agents

Advantages of Mobile Voting System
• The first general advantage of mobile based voting
system is to allow a voter to cast his/her vote in a simple and
convenient way without the limit of location, thereby
increasing the voting rate, and also ensuring confidentiality
and anonymity.
• Second, it offers increased convenience to the voter and
encourages more voters to cast their votes and increases
the likelihood of participation for mobile voters
• Third, mobile voting system would not require from
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voters to spend time traveling to a polling location and it
would not also require the voters to wait in lines to vote.
• Fourth, it saves cost by reducing the materials required
for printing and distributing ballots.
• Fifth,voters can cast only one vote and no valid votes
should be modified, replaced or to be deleted,
• In mobile based voting system the election outcome can’t
be accessible before the official result time ended and no
one should be able to find how someone voted.
• Finally, mobile voting system allows citizens with
disabilities-especially the visually impaired-to vote
independently and privately.

Conclusions
A lot of experience has been gained from the overall
elections happened in Somalia which provided knowledge
of existing electoral system in the country. This study
focused on the analysis of development of mobile voting
system which is very secure, efficiency and easy way to
casting of votes.Traditionally, voting process is organized in
centralized or distributed manner called voting booths. The
earlier process of election is quite complex and time
consuming. People were waiting in queue for long time. To
reduce these problems mobile voting system is introduced.
This mobile voting system provide many benefits like we
don’t need to goto polling booths, no need to use paper
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ballots and we have time
and cost efficiency and it
also avoid tiredness and
violence. In our system
there is no expensive
hardware is used. For the
different reasons, voters
may not able to come to the
voting booths physically,
but now with the use of this
new system he can vote
remotely. For example, he
can vote from home or
while sitting in the Office.
That’s why there is more
demand for mobile voting.
It will definitely helpful for
the users who wish to vote
and the voting process will
be made very easy by using
this application.
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Small And Medium Enterprises Face
Challenges For Managing Cash

NASRA AHMED MOHAMED
Cash Management originally means the
management of liquidity in order to meet their
day-to-day commitment (Collins & Jarvis,
2000). It is a matter of life and death for smaller
companies because they can survive for a long
time without a profit but fails when they cannot
meet a payment. Liquidity means the level of
cash and near cash assets held, together with
cash in and outflows of the assets (Ekanem,
2010).There are a variety of cash management
tools and techniques to assist in this process,
which will be discussed later.
According to Alfred (2007), as cited by
Akinyomi (2014:58), the importance of
managing cash in a business comprises of the
following advantages:
- Managing cash helps in achieving liquidity in a
business and proper control.
- It assists in the planning towards reducing
cash expenses and increasing cash receipts to
ensure the business is liquid.
- Proper managed cash is vital as the future
cash flow behavior cannot be predicted.
Therefore, it’s essential to plan; and
- Through proper controls of cash, innovative
procedures could be implemented for cash
receipts and cash payments in the business.
In the Eastleigh district, commonly known as
"little Mogadishu" due to its large Somali
population have a lot of businesses owned by
Somali people and are well-functioning but
managing the cash to some businesses is very
hard, they face on challenges due to the cash

inflows and out flows. Most of the problems
they face are cash shortages for their day-today activities. They may end up lack of cash
while there are sales and receipts. What
motivating this shortages can also be that
business owners may not have knowledge in
managing cash?Nick (2009:3) noted that
those businesses which budgeted for the
future at least once a year had only a 36%
chance of survival. Those that budgeted once
a month for the future had increased their
chance of survival to 80%. Nick (2009:3) also
highlighted that a great misconception
amongst small businesses was that enhanced
growth would automatically solve cash flow
problems, but this growth could lead to much
more cash demands if the businesses granted
customer discounts solely to enhance sales
Cash flow is the amount of money that the
business is able to retrieve from customers
and debtors (cash inflow) and the same
amount of money that the business is able to
spend (cash outflow) in a period. the problem
is that businesses are not putting much focus
on the cash, the businesses may have profits
without cash, but what the small businesses
are not looking is that they are confusing
profits with the cash, and when the businesses
see their cash they run on doing purchases
istead of planning and looking how to use. The
issues face on the business owners is that they
always focus on paying those that are pushing
not looking the due dates, they also search a
loan to pay another loan and are struggling on
due dates. Most of the small business do not
look about the cash flow they just adopt to the
situation that they are in at the time of the
cash need and try to fix. That can cause failure
to the business, the small businesses always
try to fix at the situation by taking loan. Many
small businesses overestimate their incomes
and underestimate their expenses. This
inevitably creates serious cash flow problems
and the business runs out of cash (McMahon
2006:25).
It is significant to have a cash budget to
manage your businesses cash flow, it is one of
the most important issues to focus on small
businesses, and the budget is focused on the
cash coming into the business and the cash
that leaves the business. For most of the small
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businesses owned by the Somali communities
they do not have budget on their cash which
becomes a problem to the business, this makes
it difficult to sustain and survive.
To enhance the cash effectiveness, managing
the debt is also a way to improve cash flow, Debt
payments is a big challenge to the Somali small
businesses, most of them are struggling to pay
the debts for taking loan by other sources or
giving their cash on hand while they do not have
a plan for other activities needed by the cash.
According to Marketwire (2013), 73% of small
businesses have no inventory control system. In
another survey carried out in Toronto by 575
small businesses, it was revealed that small
businesses were using basic control measures
to maintain inventory records. A further 32%
were simply using a pen and paper system to
briefly keep track of inventory or no inventory
controls were in place at all.Avika (2016) as
cited Cohen (2003) indicated that many startup businesses don’t think about inventory
control. The author indicated that they lack the
knowledge of the impact poor inventory
management has on the business. It is only
when they are in a cash flow crisis, they realize
how important inventory control is.
Most of the small businesses do not think about
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managing the inventory, they may have a lot of
inventory and feel good by selling slowly and
not being able, in other ways they may not be
aware of the inventory shortage of their store.
Managing inventory is very important, and
most businesses do not aware and poor
inventory
control
affects
businesses’
profitability.
Conclusion
The small businesses do not see important for
keeping the records of their businesses and
many of them are busy on serving the
customers
and
purchasing
inventory,
meanwhile, they do not have time for recording
the financial transactions.
It seems that poor cash management is a
contributing factor towards lower profitability
and sustainability of small businesses. Without
proper cash management procedures in place,
the business is less likely to be profitable and
sustainable for the future. Cash management
is vitally important as it is the key factor to any
successful business, so the small businesses
have to think on managing their cash flow and
having budgets to buy the debts and manage
their inventory.
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Externalities That Cause Recurrent Market
Failure In Somalia
ABDINUR ALI MOHAMED
If you go for any media hype, social
media, business blogs or economics
news, you come to realize that we
are living in a bona fide of
entrepreneurial renaissance.But
small business failure was standing
for decades. Employees in today’s
labor market, complain about job
insecurity of the corporation while
the same time demanding freedom
and flexibility. Both of these
scenarios have same explanation
which is that markets don’t
maximize total welfare, resultinga
market failure.
Market failure is a
condition
where
quantities
demanded by the consumersdo
not equate the quantity supplied
by the sellers in a given market.
Such failure occurs because of the
existence of the economic factors
that prevent market to stay in its
equilibrium. The negative effect of
market failure is that optimal
allocation of the resource is not
attained since social cost is pretty
higher in the production of the
goods and services.
Business and market failures are
universal issues where the large
economies are fed up with the
coping with business failures that
remains tobe the largest source of
the unemployment and loan
defaults. Somalia, it’s very
uncommon business creations not
to fail. So In this articles I will
present two major causes those
are directly related to the market
failures in Somalia.

innovation efforts low and raises the
price competition. In long run price
competition leads production cost to
exceed the market price and leaves
the firm no choice, but to exit the
market.
Economic theory teaches; as business
expands profit per firm declines and
return socializes. Markets in Somalia,
experience influx of new business
entrants with the homogenous
products serving to same customers.
New entrants are motivated by low
initial requirement of the factors of
production, relatively small fixed
capital requisite and limited training
needed. Copy out business models,
the lack of the intellectual property,
price competition and the limited
governmental regulations, are the
prime causes of the business and
marker failures.

Information Externality that Cause
Market Failure
Information externality refers the
fact of that it’s easier to copy or
imitate rather to invent or create.
Externality in here is that the
return of the innovation spills over
the other firms in the market.
Falling behind the expected private
returns create disincentive to
innovate a new product. Reduced
expected returns, keep the

Learning Externality That Leads
Market Failure
Negative learning externality reflects
lack of the skills necessary to achieve
business goals and to meet ever
changing customer needs. Learning
externality happens when Colleges
and educational institutions are
incapable of producing trained
workers that business can trust on
carrying its operations and interacting
with stakeholders in a completely

professional manner.
Even if the educationally competent
worker is acquired, other constraint is that
employees need to be trained to the
application of the technology that business
uses. In Somalia, such technology is
imported from another country or
engineered by outsider engineers that is
not nearby.
So reinstating foreign
engineers is inevitable and costly as well.
Learning failure in the Somali economy
could be attributed to the several points
1.
Shortage of the skilled labor in the
labor market, which raises real wage and
decreases the demand of the unskilled
labors.
2.
The dependence of the senior
employees as the only source of training
the new employees.
3.
Unequal employment opportunity
that dominates the labor market.
4.
Conflict between the traditional
mind set business owners and fresh
graduates that fails the establishmentof
the operational ground standards.
These externalities, and others more,
make the business and the markets fail so
often, public and private coordination is
need to find a way out to the market
failure. Intellectual property should also
be kept by governmental endeavors to
encourage the innovations and the
inventions.
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Massive Open Online Courses (Moocs)
And Professional Development
MOHAMED OKASH SUGOW
Massive Open Online Course (MOOC) is new
model which based on web technologies
content learning or virtual class rooms to any
student who wants to take any course.
Everyone around the globe can easily develop
his/her skills for free or almost. In 2014,
approximately 36% of global employers’
report that many job positions are remain
vacant due to talent crisis or skill needed
shortage (Samans, Zahidi, Keveloh et al, 2015).
Therefore, MOOCs should be solution for
employment talent crisis.
Massive Open Online Courses,
anyone can develop his/her specific profession
for free with certificate of accomplishment. As
the name appears,Massive open online course
(MOOC) has two key features: “open access”
anyone can participate the course for free
although leaners receive no credit.“Massive”
the courses are aimed to help an
indefinitenumbers of students than to the
normal classes. According to Educuase,
MOOC learning activities could be
Synchronous (real time) and asynchronous
(any time). Some coursers are self-based and
others are not, so the students will choose
either of them. “The term Massive Open
Online Courses (MOOCs) was first introduced
in 2008 by Dave Cormier to describe Siemens
and Downes’ Connectivism and Connective
Knowledge course”( Yuan and Powell, 2013).
This course was initially planned for more
than 20 participants enrolled for credit with
fee payment and over 2,300 people
participated in the course without paying fees
or gaining credit. In 2011, Stanford released
access of such “Introduction to Artificial
Intelligence”courses that attracted hundreds
of thousands of students around the world
(Wikipedia, 2015). Notable MOOC platforms
include Coursera, ALISON, Edx and many
others. In fact, MOOC is new ecology of
learning in today’s world towards skill
development.
First, MOOCs can be easily participate and
also free. Everyone can take a course througha
device: computer, tablet, or smartphones at
anywhere. Students can be enrolled at MOOC
platforms those offer courses independently
or in collaboration with Universities. The
students can join and participate for any
courses with no payment and no credit. They
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only should submit course’s
activates, which might involve
watching videos, reading Power
points/
PDFs,
Submitting
quizzes/ assignments, posting
discussion
boards
and
commenting via social media
platforms (Educuase, 2011).
Learners must have internet
connection since the class is
virtual or online. Course
materials
are
needed
to
download, and also course
activities should upload or
submit.
Without
internet
connection, it is impossible for
online class presence. In addition,
leaners must show commitment.
The same as physical classes,
online classes needs commitment
in order to successes. Since
MOOCs are free and easy to join,
it develops the student’s skills,
which finally opens the door for
employment. 		
Second, most of MOOCs are
designed for skill development.
Coursera, a prominent MOOC
platform, offers many essential
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different field courses including
Personal
Development,
Entrepreneurships, Social Sciences,
Humanities and so on, those are
aimed for skills upgrading. For
example, Academic English Writing
had been offering by University of
California, Irvin through Coursera
is extremely important for
secretaries,
researchers,
journalists, students and many
others. Most of developing nations’
education system lacks well
designed curriculum that can
produce highly skilled labor forces
to the market, so MOOCs can be
solution for skill upgrading.
Sometimes employers hunt some
specific skills, those can be learnt
on MOOC. Some skills become
absolute and others emerge.
Importance of some skills are vary
organization to organization or
country to country. “Cloud and
distributed computing skills have
surged to the top of 2015’s list.
While it was a hot skill in a few
countries up until now, there has
been amassive increase in members
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listing this skill on their profile” (LinkedIn, 2015).
Furthermore, MOOC leaners earn certificate of
accomplishments after passing all course
activities. Some certificate issued by platforms
and others are verified. Almost, it is the choice
of the leaner to earn verified certificate or not.
Actually, MOOC aimed to upgrade or acquiring
new skills for current or future job.
Furthermore, MOOC is win/win solution for
both Job seekers and employers. Millions of
active leaners are engaged many different
MOOC platforms. A great number of Jobseekers
advances their careers from MOOC platforms.
2014, survey was conducted by Coursera and
its partners whichdiscovered “fifty-two percent
of leaners said they took courses to advance
their career. Within this group, 87 percent say
they enjoyed career benefits-and 33 percent
say they received tangible benefits, defined as a
rise, promotion, a new job, or staring their own
business”(Wan, 2015). Employers will recruit a
well talented employees. Since a large number
of leaners are career builders through MOOCs.
Finally, MOOC can be the best alternative for
business leader to train their employees.
Normally, job in trainings are expensive in terms
of cost and time. If employers encourage their
staffs to advance their career through MOOCs,

this will change the productivity of their
business. Building career for new job or in job
and recruiting talented staffs can be achieved
through MOOCs.
In conclusion, Massive Open Online Course
(MOOC) was innovation in ICT in Education
which dramatically changed the way of
learning. MOOC is easily accessible and free to
everyone, anywhere, anytime, on any subject.
Most the online courses are suited for skill
development. Finally, MOOC is solution for
those who are seeking a new job, a promotion,
or starting a new business.
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Why Do The People Enter Into
Entrepreneurship?
MOHAMED OKASH SUGOW

Entrepreneurship has referred the process of creation new business
entity made by self-employers or known as entrepreneurs. Generally,
Entrepreneurship is the process of planning, and launching business
organization from scratch, franchise or buying an existing business
aimed to offer a product or service to the people. Most of the
entrepreneurship activity goes with new ideas those are based on
positive perspectives. An entrepreneur is anyone manages a
business entity with new creativity and taking risks for gaining a
profit. In general speaking, an entrepreneur is innovative, selfconfident, skilled, risk taker, decision makers, and future oriented.
According to Scarborough Entrepreneurs’ diversity include Young,
family, home-based, immigrates, part time, Copreneurs, and women
entrepreneurs. Most of the Entrepreneurs are heroes, wealth, and
changed the world. In this modern era, the technological
advancement and entrepreneurship education boomed the rate of
business creation around the world; therefore, a great number of
people are now involving, and others are likely to join
entrepreneurship around the world, so there should be inspiring
factors by the people to enter into entrepreneurship.
Entrepreneurship provides independence. Everyone involves
business; thinks making a lot of money, so entrepreneurship makes
possible for gaining unlimited profits. Entrepreneurs work hard for
their business success; therefore, unlimited income encourages
them. Entrepreneurs have ultimate job security. They don’t fear to
lose their job since they own or co-own the business venture. Also, in
the entrepreneurship, there is lifestyle freedom. Self-employers can
choose hours to work, time to come, what to produce and so on. On
the other hand, employees reap limited salaries or wages. They are
under contract with their payment. They can’t obtain additional
income unless they work extra hours. Employees have not excellent
job security. They can lose the job if their performance is low or
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change in organizations’ policies. For example, A
company may announce employee downsizing,
which may affect the lives of a large number of
workers. In 2015, Aljazeera, Qatar-owned Media,
declared by cutting some of the staffs around the
world, which is estimated 800 to 1,000, but this
job-cut proposal is believed to behind the falling oil
and gas prices and launching Al-Jazeera America,
which spent more than 600 million (Martinson,
2015). Finally, employees have not free lifestyle
during the workplace. They have a specific job
description and working hours. Employees are
guided by organization’s rules, and regulation, if
they breach the rules, so they will receive negative
rewards. Therefore, entrepreneurs have great job
freedom.
The people join entrepreneurship because of
ecological
reasons.
Fewer
employment
opportunities encourage the people to create their
own business. If there is no business to work; you
should do your own business in order to reach your
lifetime goals. Also, Entrepreneurial education
fosters the number of business creation in the
world. Approximately, every BBA (Bachelor of
Business Administration) or MBA (Master of
Business Administration) graduate had studied
entrepreneurship course from his/her college, so
this will motivate graduates into entrepreneurship.
“Today, more than 2,300 colleges and universities
offer at least 1 course in entrepreneurship or small
business management, up from just 16 in
1970!”(Scarborough,
2012).
Furthermore,
technological
development
fuels
the
entrepreneurship. Machines can produce more
than what the human can produce with less price.
Environmental factors are connected with the
increasing of entrepreneurship.
Entrepreneurship is an opportunity for everyone.
Business companies contribute the national or the
global economy. Paying sales taxes, VAT (Value
added Tax), payroll taxes and others contribute the
economic growth. The private business sector
helps “48 percent of the gross domestic product
(GDP) in the United States” (Scarborough, 2012).
In addition, Entrepreneurs plays corporate social
responsibility. The famous billionaire entrepreneur
Bill gates founded Malinda & Bill Gates foundation,
which serves the poor countries for public health
improvement and others. They funded many
essential programs including EPI (Expended
Programme on Immunization) and DOMI (Diseases
of the Most Impoverished). The EPI was aimed for
vaccination of tuberculosis, polio vaccine,
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Microfinance
institutions play
an essential role
of
entrepreneurial
generation.
They fund
young open
minded, those
come up with
new or different
business idea.

diphtheria-tetanus-pertussis vaccine and measles
vaccine in developing countries, while DOMI was
planned for improvement of new vaccines against
cholera, shigellosis and typhoid fever into
developing countries (Clemens and Jodar, 2005).
Moreover, Self-employers recruit young people.
Unemployment is one of the economic challenges
in the both national and global economies, which
affects the entire life, so entrepreneurs’ job
recruitment serves the economy to up trajectory
ward. Job seekers, victims, and the economies, in
general, obtain benefits from entrepreneurship.
External elements drive the people to enter
entrepreneurship. Successful entrepreneurs are
role models. Some of the entrepreneurs are wealth
and changed the world. Everyone likes to be rich,
somewhat self-sufficient, and famous, so this
motivates the people to be entrepreneurs as a role
model. Also, they changed the way living. For
example, Bill Gates is the owner Microsoft, the
leading operating system software seller, without
him it may not possible accessing of personal
computers. Microfinance institutions play an
essential role of entrepreneurial generation. They
fund young open minded, those come up with new
or different business idea. In Somalia, there is
Fursad Fund initiative by Somali scholars; therefore,
they collect contribution by local people to assist
the need people. One of their programs includes
helping graduates with entrepreneur ideas.
According to Fursad Fund priorities, they
mentioned: “By establishing a microfinance scheme
for potential entrepreneurs as a source of financial
services, it will encourage entrepreneurship
amongst the youth and women in Somalia”. Finally,
corporate castoffs are may be a result of

entrepreneurial generation. The former business
worker, those lose their job through job cut, are
much like to launch their own business. Doing
their own business might become lifetime job
security. Therefore, entrepreneurs as role
models, the microfinance institutions, and the
corporate castoffs are driving sources by the
people into entrepreneurship.
In conclusion, several real world reasons drive the
people into entrepreneurship including job
autonomy, ecological factors, and external
elements. In addition, the people likes to create
their own business since it will benefit everyone.
Entrepreneurship is vital in any economy; it
contributes the wealth of a nation as a whole. This
paper emphasized that entrepreneurship results
from both internal and external motives;
therefore, governments, financial institutions,
charity organizations and others are needed to
support entrepreneurial ideas for investment.
Finally, this paper suggests that governments
might enact laws and policies supporting infant
entrepreneurial business entities to grow faster
and contribute the economy.
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Labor Market Survey: Growing Unemployment
Rate And Increasing Graduating Students
ABDIKADIR MOHAMUD
Introduction
Unemployment means a person willing to work
but unable to find a qualified job. Somalia
currently is facing many problems but one of
the serious problems is the unemployment
phenomenon. A growing rate of a graduate
unemployed people in Somalia poses a
challenge not only to individuals but also to the
government since the level of unemployment is
increasing which in turn hurts the whole
economy of the country. According to World
Bank 2015 statistics, Unemployment rate of
Somalia was estimated to be 67%, one of the
highest in the world. Approximately 80% of
them are youth. Among those shocking
numbers, 42% are fresh graduates. By
classifying those numbers in terms of gender,
35% are female while65%are male. The report
also said that 40% of youths are actively looking
for work, while 21% are neither working nor in
school with unemployment becoming among
the biggest threats facing by the Somali society
According to United Nations Educational,
Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO)
more than 160 universities and Undergraduate
institutes operatein the capital city of Somalia
“Mogadishu” who produces more than 3,000
graduates each year.
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Possible Unemployment Reasons in Somalia.
The enormous of Somali youth immigrants are
mostly attributed to the unemployment in the
country. Mostly people criticize government,
private business international organization and
other employment institutions for unequal
employment opportunity that tightened the hope
of the young graduates to apply jobs posted in the
websites and social media. Is the blame lies by
education institution for not producing skilled
and qualified students that are needed in the
labor market or the market suffers excess labor
supply? .This is the question many people may
concern.
Unfortunately, high unemployment rate and
propelling graduates may result discouragement
of the education in the future, since the people
who should be employed are not. During my
survey in the labor market from June 2016 up to
October 2016, 79% of the respondents were male
and 21% female. Also, 59% were unemployed,
53% was graduates between the ages of 22-34.
Any person who worked in the last two weeks
was considered employed even if that work was
temporary. Most people I have interviewed
attributed their unemployed for the lack of equal
employment opportunity in the market.
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Possible Causes of Unemployment in Somalia
According to the Respondents
1)
The labor market demand is less than
labor market supply: in the layman language
the number of people looking for jobs is much
more than available jobs in the market.
Thisindicates that private and public sectors
exist in the country are unable to cover
unemployment rooted by poor economic
performance of the country.
2)
White color jobs: people graduating
from higher education institutions are willing
only to do white color jobs with high salary.
Moreover, they are unhappy and see
embarrassment to do blue color jobs such as
restaurants and hotels, and this indicates too
many graduates chasing too few jobs.
3)
Lack
of
entrepreneurship
development:
The
awareness
and
implementations of entrepreneurship and
innovation seems underutilized, as the report
indicated, the startup per capita of Somalia is
very low compared to neighboring countries, if
one out of five graduated students would try to
establish a new business, the unemployment
would be less than as it now also they would
employ a new people.
4)
Family dependency culture: in terms of
culture, Somali people help each other
especially in the extended family (close family
and relatives). For instance, two persons work
in family contain 10 individual, the rest of the 8

are parasite and even the dependency may extend
to the people who are beyond the paternal linage
of the breadwinners. In a contrast to the world
culture where self-dependency is maintained and
everyone should work to pay personal living
expenses.
Economic and security factors: many respondents
belief beyond the above factors, most attributable
factor is the security of the country; if the security
of the country improves foreign direct investment
would automatically increase and would create
more projects. Al so, it would create employment
opportunity to the people, even the country’s
production would increase and resources would
be available to entrepreneurs who are willing
establish their own businesses.
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